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By Heather Rogers

Scribner. Hardcover. Condition: New. 272 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.3in.In Green Gone
Wrong environmental writer Heather Rogers blasts through the marketing buzz of big corporations
and asks a simple question: Do todays much-touted green productscarbon offsets, organic food,
biofuels, and eco-friendly cars and homesreally work Implicit in efforts to go green is the promise
that global warming can be stopped by swapping out dirty goods for clean ones. But can earth-
friendly products really save the planet This far-reaching, riveting narrative explores how the most
readily available solutions to environmental crisis may be disastrously off the mark. Rogers travels
the world tracking how the conversion from a petro to a green society affects the most
fundamental aspects of lifefood, shelter, and transportation. Reporting from some of the most
remote places on earth, Rogers uncovers shocking results that include massive clear-cutting,
destruction of native ecosystems, and grinding poverty. Relying simply on market forces, people
with good intentions wanting to just do something to help the planet are left feeling confused and
powerless. Green Gone Wrong reveals a fuller story, taking the reader into forests, fields, factories,
and boardrooms around the world to draw out the unintended consequences, inherent obstacles,
and...
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This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got read. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way and it is merely a er i
finished reading through this pdf in which really transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Sha yne Schneider-- Sha yne Schneider

This pdf can be well worth a read, and much better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your daily life span will
probably be transform when you full looking over this book.
-- Roxa nne Stehr-- Roxa nne Stehr
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